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Abstract (300 words):
Through our personal involvement in the design of cultural multimedia projects we have developed a special interest in multimedia architectures, which are the subject of this text. The term “multimedia architectures” denotes three different axes: spatial architecture of screens and interfaces, architecture of the content organisation and the architecture of programming and navigation design.

The text presents the cultural multimedia title Herakleion, a history of a city, produced by the Multimedia Laboratory of the University of Crete, Greece, financed by the Municipality of Herakleion and the European Union. It is analysed with the aim of highlighting the basic research elements in the design of the graphical and interactive interfaces.

One of the basic principles of the content organization was the creation of interfaces that would be spatial environments with a concentration of information. This information, divided into thematic units, would extend spatially across multiple layers and thematic fragments. Thus, the desired result was the creation of a spatial grid
where the user could navigate around discovering elements of knowledge, in a way that is both educational and entertaining.

In order to highlight the spatial dimension of the past and the lived experience and to focus on the human activity in the city, the six sections of the content correspond to a different use of the visual metaphors of the space, in particular: audiovisual aerial overflight of the city, views from below in the urban fabric, iconographic and textual collage, map of the city, perspective views and immersion in a three-dimensional spatial modeling, layers and superposition of images, virtual museum, and sequence of viewpoints along the paths in the urban fabric.
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